
Planning for the 

4x800



Background

Carl Spina

Assistant Track Coach, Director of Cross Country, and 

7th Grade English Teacher

Saline Area Schools

Introduced to the sport by my brothers and sisters

Coaches Coons, Hunt, Taylor (Onsted), and Bauer (Siena 

Heights) all taught me “if you work hard at it, you will get 

better.”



Coaching Philosophy

Young people need role models.

The team will be composed of positive people.

Athletics are an effective venue for teaching young 

people.

High school coaches are hired to provide a quality 

experience for high school athletes.



Training Philosophy

The demands of the event and athlete characteristics 

dictate training for an event.

Consistent training elevates runners to unexpected levels.

Developing a distance runner takes years.

Speed is very complex and important.

Running is one essential part of training.



My understanding of 

training and racing 

are my own version of 

Dr. Frankenstein’s 

monster.



- Things we know about the 

800m

- Things I believe to be true 

about racing the 4x800m

- Building a culture that values 

the 800m and 4x800m



Things We Know





The evenly-split demands 
of the event are why we 
think of 800m runners as 
mid-distance sprinters.



Balanced Needs
Sprinters Need:

- Comfort at top speed

- Complete, powerful speed

- Buffering

Distance Athletes Need:

- Aerobic strength and capacity

- To produce and use lactate

- Running economy

- Strategy in space



Takeaway #1

The 800m needs to be coached as a 

distance event and a sprint event.



Things I believe to be 
true about the 4x800m



- The race is predictable.

- Athletes and racers are 

better than runners.

- A distance coach needs to 

know sprint training.

- Many of the best 800m 

runners are not interested.



The 4x800m is a predictable race.

● The shape

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YrOUurBQRI&t=135


The 4x800m is a predictable race.
● The pattern

○ 1:56 lead-off

○ First two legs at 1:56

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YrOUurBQRI&t=133




The 4x800m is a predictable race.

● Learn and teach those 

patterns.

● 2013 IHSA 3A State Finals 

by “RunHersey”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIAWakd27g8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIAWakd27g8


Takeaway #2
Know the shape and pattern 
of the race at the highest 
level your team will compete.



Athletes and Racers
● Tell them what you want:

○ Skill

○ Consistency

○ Speed



Athletes and Racers
● The best athletes can PR:

○ When down

○ When challenged

○ When alone

○ When with slower athletes

○ When chased

● Spencer Leslie as a test case

○ Great at the first four

○ Not so good when chased



Athletes and Racers ● Opportunities to race

● Dual meets as a classroom

○ Create situations

○ Teach, assess, reteach

● Debrief the race before times.



Most of the season is spent testing and 
teaching.

At Regionals, they are who they are.
● Evolution is done.
● Expect minor growth.



Takeaway #3

Teach kids to race as well as they can.



A coach’s job is to put an 
athlete into a position 
where he can be 
successful.



Takeaway #4

Put your athletes into 

positions where they can be 

successful given their 

strengths and the shape and 

pattern of the race.





Be a Sprint Coach
Train to provide:

- The ability to move quickly

- Comfort at max speed

- Awareness of gears

- Special endurance



Takeaway #5
Coaches of distance 
runners need to know 
sprint training.



Demands of the Event as a Barrier to Entry

- Long sprinters make 

fantastic 800m athletes.

- Sprinters dislike/fear what 

distance athletes do.



400m Runners Tricked Into the 800m Since 2013

Ryan Gauche ‘14 - 1:59.90 (1:55 s)

John Davis ‘14 - 2:00.34

Josiah Davis ‘15 - 2:00.74

Ryan Yaklin ‘17 - 2:00.82

Brian Diefenbach ‘14 - 2:01.91 (1:58s)

Ryan Wilkie ‘14 - 1:53.59 (1:52 s)

Austin Welch ‘16 - 1:55.52

Matt Elms ‘13 -  1:55.71

Spencer Leslie ‘17 - 1:57.06 (1:54 s)

Brian Blankenship ‘16 - 1:57.41 (1:55 s)



Demands of the Event as a Barrier to Entry

- Handle with care

- Training groups 



Demands of the Event as a Barrier to Entry

In aerobic training

- A November conversation...

- Talk time, not distance.

- Rethink workout structure.

- Tempo workouts and long runs are soul 

crushing, unthinkable punishments that 

will drive a kid away.



Demands of the Event as a Barrier to Entry

In interval workouts

- Short repeats, short breaks

- Rarely over 400m, never over 800m

- Know the value of set breaks.

- Fragile 8s and Big Boys have different 

needs.



Takeaway #6
Long sprinters make great 
800m athletes if you can 
keep them involved.



Building a Culture that Values 
the 4x800m and 800m

● Day 1

● Walk the walk.



A soldier will fight long 
and hard for a bit of 
colored ribbon.



Celebrate history and individual contributions



Celebrate their impact.



Takeaway #7
Work to build a culture 
that values the race.



What did we miss?
What changes will you make?
Where do we disagree? 

spinac@salineschools.org
@XCsaline


